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Chapter 2591 

 

After some awkward hiccups. 

Elder Zhao had eventually agreed to be treated by the Great Witch Doctor. 

And Lin Mo was right. 

This Wanxiang Over Witch Doctor’s treatment was indeed odd enough. 

The fancy beast clothes he was wearing. 

Barefoot, at an altar full of tributes, constantly shaking his body. 

The wooden staffs in their hands were hung with bells and at the same time made, well, a lingering 

sound. 

Like some indescribable spell! 

Of course the name has its merits. 

As the witch doctor twitched like a sheep, he held a bowl of water in front of him, and surprisingly 

opened it to continuously absorb the aura in the air. 

It was until after the Great Witch Doctor had cast out two unknown pills. 

The originally mediocre clear water instantly became overflowing with spiritual energy. 

Such a tactic also opened the eyes of the people present. 

“Elder Zhao, Restoring God Soup, it can cure the trauma on the soul.” 

Regarding Elder Zhao’s condition, the Great Witch Doctor had long understood a detail from Zhao 

Jianping’s mouth. 

Just after hearing this. 

Elder Zhao suddenly narrowed his eyes. 

“Great Witch Doctor, that is a good tactic. 

Not only can you invoke God for this medicine, you can also open the eyes of heaven and know all 

things.” 

The aura around him suddenly turned bitterly cold. 

And although he was talking about the hundred clams of Zat. 

But his gaze was indeed firmly fixed on his two sons. 

In order to prevent those tiger and wolf forces from taking advantage of the situation. 



Elder Zhao’s condition had never been made public. 

And this great witch doctor, without diagnosing or asking about the disease, opened his mouth and 

went around with Master Zhao’s condition. 

This must have been leaked by these two brothers. 

Seeing his father’s face was not good. 

Immediately, Zhao Jianping explained. 

“Father, I am also worried about your health. 

That’s why I leaked some of my illness to my relatives. 

This is my son’s fault.” 

The words were justified, plus the presence of outsiders. 

At this time, Master Zhao could not say anything more. 

He only gave a secret knock. 

“You have a heart! I would also like to thank you for your concern.” 

Once these words came out, Zhao Jianping naturally understood what his father meant. 

He was wrong even if he said more. 

So he could only give the Great Witch Doctor a displeased glance, while cursing the stupidity of the 

hundred clams in his heart. 

Even if he knew about the old man’s condition, he should have pretended. 

It was very harmful. 

At this moment, Zat Paks also came to his senses. 

He had forgotten about this in his own complacency. 

In order to change the subject, he then said. 

“Elder Zhao, this this medicine has been completed, I don’t know …..” 

However before he could finish his sentence. 

Zhao Jianping took the initiative to come forward in order to express his feelings. 

“Father, since the Great Witch Doctor has already made the medicine. 

Why don’t I try the medicine for father first?” 

In response to his proposal, Elder Zhao was also straightforwardly willing to give his head. 

Immediately afterwards, Zhao Jianping fetched a small bowl. 



After mixing out a small portion of the restorative soup, he did not hesitate and tilted his head and 

drank it down. 

After the medicine was in his stomach. 

Zhao Jianping’s eyes suddenly lit up. 

“Father, this medicine does have an amazing healing effect on the divine soul. 

With just this small sip, the mental fatigue around my body was swept away. 

And there is also a considerable strengthening of the divine soul.” 

From the aura around him, the credibility of his words was also confirmed. 

However, Lin Mo did frown slightly. 

There seemed to be something wrong with this medicine. 

But what was wrong he could not say. 

Perhaps it was just an intuitive sense. 

“Hahahaha, the Kong family has a heart. 

This favor, I, Zhao, will take it down.” 

With that, he raised one hand, and the Nahan Restoring God Soup on the sacrificial sky flew to his hand 

between his aura pull. 

Without waiting for Lin Mo to stop him, he tilted his head and drank it straight down. 

Seeing this, although Zhao Jianping was secretly happy in his heart, there was no expression on his face. 
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By the time Old Master Zhao finished the rejuvenation soup, most of the deathly aura that was originally 

thick on his body disappeared at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

And his aura climbed a few notches at that moment. 

“Hahahaha, I’m grateful to the Great Witch Doctor.” 

“Lao Er, you take a few of them VIPs forward to cultivate first. 

I still have to hold on to the strength of the medicine and continue to heal my body some more.” 

Old Master Zhao had already taken the soup and medicine. 

Zhao Jianping also didn’t have any more worries and turned around and left the room with Kong Zhi as 

well as Zat Hundred Clams. 

Of course, the main thing was that at this moment, he was also in a hurry. 



After arriving at his own place in the backyard. 

Zhao Jianping’s originally calm demeanour suddenly turned anxious. 

“Hurry up, Great Witch Doctor, hurry up and give me the antidote.” 

At this moment, Zat Hundred Clams also knew the seriousness of the matter. 

Without even waiting for the Second Master to finish his sentence, he directly pulled out a small elixir 

and handed it over. 

After accepting the elixir, Zhao Jianping immediately took it. 

It was only when he knew this that his demeanor relaxed. 

“Phew, the old undead, causing me to almost be buried along with him.” 

After secretly muttering to himself. 

He then asked with a smile on his face. 

“Witch Doctor Zhaat, are you sure this medicine is feasible?” 

And after he raised such a query. 

Zhaat Hundred Clams instantly showed his displeasure. 

“Second Master, our Great Witch Doctor Wanxiang’s skill in medicine making cannot be doubted, if you 

don’t trust me, you can find someone else who can do it.” 

“Sorry, sorry. 

This is a time when too much is involved, and I was worried, which is why I said the wrong thing. 

Don’t be offended, Great Witch Doctor.” 

After saying this he then he asked his servant to fetch over a small box. 

“Great Witch Doctor, don’t be angry, this is a small token of Zhao’s appreciation, consider it a small fee 

for your hard work.” 

At this moment, the hundred clams of Zat felt the heavy box in his hand and instantly guessed what it 

contained. 

When it was opened, two neat rows of gold bricks were instantly revealed to him. 

Seeing this object, his face instantly improved. 

“Second Master, you are too polite.” 

It couldn’t be helped, people’s gave simply too much. 

Zhao Jianping, on the other hand, waved his hand and said. 



“Great Witch Doctor, at this time, I still have to work hard for you to go through more trouble, after the 

matter is completed. 

I will give you ten times as much.” 

This tenfold refers to the gold bars in the hands of Zat Hundred Clams. 

He had been in Wanxiang for so many years. 

It was the first time he had seen such a huge amount of wealth. 

For a moment, his fiery heartbeat could not help but beat rapidly. 

With heavy breathing, he returned with a satisfied look on his face. 

“Second Master, just put your mind at ease. 

Although this Witch Doctor does not dare to say how exceptional his medical skills can be. 

But in the refinement of this addictive medicine, I would admit to be second in this world, no one would 

dare to admit to be first.” 

“In less than twelve hours, my most powerful drug will take effect. 

If there is no antidote for this, or if this medicine continues to be renewed. 

Master Zhao will feel as if his body is constantly gnawed by millions of ants. 

And there will be an uncontrollable craving for this medicine.” 

“At that time, you want him, want him to live is just a matter of flipping your hands, right?” 

And this he said, and indeed it was true. 

Otherwise, they would not have invited this Zat Hundred Clams from all the way to the Wanxiang 

Kingdom. 

The secret deal here was going on happily. 

On the other side, Lin Mo waited until Zhao Jianping and the others had left. 

He intended to go up and persuade Elder Bai to force out the drug. 

However, he didn’t even wait to lift his footsteps. 

That Old Master Zhao’s chest cavity instantly shook. 

The ensuing mouthful of medicinal liquid was spat out directly by him. 

“Yuck, exactly bad luck!” 

And at this time, Lin Mo had instantly understood that Old Man Zhao was obviously thinking of him 

together. 



Even with Zhao Jianping testing the medicine, this inexplicable Restoring God Soup should still not be 

taken lightly. 

Even if Lin Mo searched the entire memory of his heritage, he still couldn’t find any medicine similar to 

it. 
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After Zhao Lao had forced all the tonics out of his body. 

He also slowly removed his disguise. 

And at that moment, his original majestic aura instantly dissipated. 

That originally vanishing death aura even suddenly coalesced with a swift speed. 

As for Master Zhao’s aura at this time, it also became even more shriveled. 

Seeing this scene, Lin Mo could only secretly exclaim cursed. 

I didn’t expect this Zhao Nan Yue’s acting skills to be so high. 

His own had been fooled by him. 

And at this moment, although Old Zhao’s face was haggard, he still smiled smugly. 

“What’s the matter, old man, this disguise is not bad.” 

Faced with this child’s version of showing off. 

Lin Mo could only nod his head speechlessly. 

But at this time, he also keenly sensed that Elder Zhao’s vitality was also rapidly draining away. 

It was like a leaky balloon that was disappearing at a rate visible to the naked eye. 

And seeing his own was also rapidly ageing. 

Even Zhao Ziyan, who had never been exposed to the path of medicine before, realised that the 

situation was not good. 

Covering her mouth, she tried desperately to control herself from crying out. 

Those big, watery eyes then cast a pleading gaze at Lin Mo. 

And sensing the change in their emotions. 

Zhao Nan Yue’s face was also pulled, and with a lost tone he said weakly. 

“Were you found out?” 

And all that answered him was Lin Mo’s serious question. 

“Elder Zhao, can you trust the junior?” 



“That’s natural! Grandpa Ziyan may only be able to accompany you up to here.” 

At this point in time. 

Lin Mo didn’t have the heart to bother with the tear-jerking moment between grandfather and 

grandson. 

“Well then, Elder Zhao your current physical condition is not optimistic. 

I’m going to apply needles to suppress your malady first.” 

The words fell to the ground. 

Without waiting for the other party’s reply, Lin Mo directly took out the Dokko Nine Xuan Needles from 

his pocket. 

With a single hand slap, nine Xuan Needles instantly appeared between his fingers. 

“Elder Zhao, the late generation is going to make a move!” 

After saying that, Lin Mo’s hands instantly turned into lightning. 

He didn’t even wait for anyone to see the movements of his hands. 

Nine Xuan needles were then inserted on top of the important acupuncture points around Zhao Nan 

Yue’s body. 

Each of these nine acupuncture points was dangerous to Zhao Nan Yue’s life. 

Of course, although dangerous, the effect was also crushingly strong. 

As the nine needles pierced into Zhao Lao’s body, the ever-flowing vitality was instantly locked up. 

It had to be said that not only was the Doklam Nine Xuan Needles extremely effective in controlling the 

enemy, it was also extremely effective in improving Lin Mo’s medical skills. 

Just nine needles solved the effect that Lin Mo had previously needed hundreds of needles to achieve. 

“Elder Zhao, is this too much for you?” 

The cause of Elder Zhao’s symptoms like this. 

It was mainly because of his excessive use of spiritual power, and the malady in his body had not been 

suppressed for a while, instantly forming a backlash. 

After weakly shaking his head, he could only smile awkwardly. 

“Overestimating myself after all!” 

Just now he had already his own life ended there. 

And when he was desperate and ready to meet death. 

Unexpectedly, he had half a foot in the ghost gate, but this Lin Mo had locked his last breath. 



Previously, he had been listening to Old Man Bai’s bragging about how excellent Lin Mo’s medical skills 

were. 

Zhao Nan Yue was still slightly disdainful. 

It was only after experiencing it firsthand at this point that he didn’t realize that he was being narrow-

minded. 

This kind of medical skill is completely robbing life with the king of hell, it is not too much to say that it is 

a divine skill. 

At this moment, after Lin Mo had stopped Zhao Lao’s deteriorating condition. 

He then took out a faint golden glowing pill from his pocket. 

Looking at the pill in his hand, even Lin Mo’s face showed a look of reluctance. 

This was the ‘Longevity Pill’ that he had been gifted by Yu Shuzhen for the original, consuming countless 

minds and souls. 

The pseudo Longevity Pill was only made after a long time of collecting materials. 

But at this time, saving lives was of utmost importance, and the Nine Mysterious Needles could only 

suppress the malady for a while. 

With a bite of his teeth, he directly sent this “Longevity Pill” into Elder Zhao’s mouth. 

At this moment, Elder Zhao was also puzzled. 

What kind of miracle pill was this pill that could make this kid look so distressed. 

However, when this elixir entered his belly. 

Zhao Nan Yue instantly revealed a look of disbelief. 
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If someone had told Zhao Ziyan that there was a rejuvenating medicine in this world before this, she 

would have slapped her hand in the face. 

She would have slapped her hand in the face, talking nonsense. 

But now he had seen it with his own eyes. 

Under the dismayed gaze of Zhao Ziyan and Zhao Yu. 

Zhao Nan Yue’s head full of white hair was continuously turning black at a speed visible to the naked 

eye. 

At the same time, the wrinkles on his face also began to slowly shrink up. 

As for the thick death aura around his body, it had also dissipated by a large margin. 



“This …….” 

“Mr. Lin, is this an immortal elixir?” 

At this moment, Zhao Ziyan couldn’t help but ask. 

Although she knew that the other party was a newly promoted medical saint in China 

Originally, she had personally invited Lin Mo purely because of her grandfather’s order. 

Plus, Lin Mo’s handsome but young face. 

At first, Zhao Ziyan only had the mentality of trying it out. 

But now that she had seen the change in her grandfather, she was inexpressibly shocked. 

Faced with the shocked Zhao Ziyan. 

Lin Mo only smiled lightly. 

“I can’t talk about immortal pills or anything like that, nor is it that exaggerated. 

It’s just a main medicine that I collected many kinds of vitality, plus a sea of supplementary medicines to 

refine it into, a supplemental vitality elixir.” 

And after knowing that this medicine came from Lin Mo’s hand. 

Several people in the audience had a strange glow in their eyes. 

Elder Zhao himself, seeing his granddaughter and adopted son in such a state, could not help but be 

curious. 

“Xiao Yu, fetch a mirror for me.” 

Waiting for Zhao Yu to fold and return. 

Zhao Nan Yue looked in the mirror, that young was his own self in his twenties. 

Even he, who was so knowledgeable, was surprisingly shocked that he could not speak. 

With wide eyes, he looked at Lin Mo for a moment and then reached out to point at the person in the 

mirror. 

If you are not in the path of medicine, you do not know its reasoning. 

Among the four people present, Lin Mo was the only one whose face did not relax in the slightest. 

After all, replenishing his vitality had only pulled Elder Zhao back from the ghost gate. 

As for the malady in his body, it had not been effectively treated. 

If all nine Xuan needles were taken out at this time, Elder Zhao’s vitality would still be drained at a rapid 

pace. 

At this moment, Lin Mo naturally did not dare to be the slightest bit lax. 



Taking advantage of this time, he hurriedly asked. 

“Old Master Zhao, this malady of yours is troublesome.” 

At these words, the atmosphere that was still somewhat filled with joy instantly sank. 

“I just had a brief check. 

It was found that this lower half of your body is completely devoid of any vitality to speak of.” 

“To put it simply, it means that this upper half of your body is alive. 

The lower half of your body is dead, filled with dead energy. 

And this is the root cause of what is affecting your body and bones, Old Man Zhao.” 

The words fell to the ground. 

Zhao Nan’s face instantly showed Liu’s appreciation. 

“As expected of a medical saint, it is indeed as you have said.” 

“That group of forces in the Japanese country back then, defied the ban of Da Qu. 

They mobilised a large number of people to sneak into Da Qu without permission.” 

“And it was because of the battle of expulsion at that time that I was ambushed by a group of experts 

from the other side. 

It took a desperate attempt to break out of the siege, and since then, this lower half of my body has 

been, as you said, completely lifeless.” 

Hearing these words, Lin Mo nodded with a serious face before asking. 

“Elder Zhao, but you know exactly what means the other party used.” 

There were many such techniques to cut off life. 

If he could not know, the origin of the cause of the disease, even he, Lin Mo, would not be able to do 

anything about it. 

“The Japanese Yin-Yang master family’s Ten Ghosts Technique of Life Severance!” 

Accompanied by Elder Zhao’s words. 

Lin Mo’s face instantly froze. 

Ever since he was ambushed by the Tsuchimiku clan as well as the black-robed maids earlier. 

He manifested his life and died on the spot. 

And after him, Lin Mo had specially studied the information of the Yin Yang Master Clan. 

Among them was the introduction of the Ten Ghosts’ Life Severance Technique 

This technique is extremely sinister. 



To perform this technique, ten experts must sacrifice their lives to cut off the life of their opponents. 

At the same time, it is also a way to die together. 
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“Elder Zhao, do you know what their group from the Japanese country came to Da Qu for?” 

Paying such a huge price to behead Elder Zhao as well. 

They must have been planning something big as well. 

However, in the face of Lin Mo’s doubts. 

Zhao Nan Yue merely shook his head. 

“To be honest, we don’t know either.” 

“After that expulsion battle, although we managed to drive the Japanese crowd out of Da Qu. 

However, there were a large number of experts who were seriously injured and even perished in the 

battle.” 

“And when the battle ended, we naturally tortured the Japanese prisoners. 

But they didn’t know the truth either.” 

“The only thing that was clear was that they seemed to want to search for some kind of stone from Da 

Qu, no one knew exactly what it was.” 

After hearing this, Lin Mo also understood the origin of Zhao Lao’s malady, and at the same time, he also 

knew some of the past events of Da Qu. 

Perhaps it was also because after this battle, the high-end battle force within Da Qu had been too 

severely damaged. 

That was why there was talk of the later surrender to China. 

Of course, these were only Lin Mo’s guesses. 

“Did they send anyone else afterwards?” 

“Not anymore. After all, after the Battle of Expulsion, Da Qu is a forbidden place for the Japanese. 

As long as they dare to come, we will behead one of them.” 

. 

Lin Mo also reacted at this time. 

That group of Japanese powers hated him to the bone. 

When ever since he arrived at Da Qu, the other side hadn’t reacted in the slightest. 



It turned out that the heel of everything was in. 

After learning about this past, Lin Mo did not inquire. 

At this moment, it was still important to treat Zhao Lao’s malady. 

And since the source was already known. 

After a short pondering, Lin Mo had a treatment plan in mind. 

“Elder Zhao, the blood in this lower half of your body is almost necrotic. 

If you want to repair it, you must replace the blood, after which I will stimulate those blood meridians 

with the application of needles to revive them.” 

“Use mine!” 

Upon hearing the need for a blood exchange, Zhao Ziyan and Zhao Yu stood out in almost unison and 

said. 

And at this moment, Lin Mo could only smile helplessly. 

“Uncle Zhao Yu, I need to decide on a quiet environment for the treatment process later. 

This matter still requires the help of Joe.” 

“As for this blood exchange, it’s better to let Miss Zhao Ziyan do it.” 

And Zhao Yu had just blurted out because he was just in a moment of impatience. 

But after calming down at this moment, he instantly reacted in his mind. 

Although his surname was the same as Zhao, he was not related to the old man by blood, so naturally 

his blood could not be used for the old man. 

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help but feel a little lost in his heart. 

“Mr. Lin, don’t worry. 

Unless someone steps over my dead body. 

But no one will ever dare to take a step into this room.” 

With that he turned around and prepared to walk out of the room. 

Elder Zhao was also a thoughtful person. 

Seeing Zhao Yu without the gloomy look between him, he naturally had a clear idea. 

“Yu’er, my father’s safety is now in your hands.” 

There were no words of comfort. 

Just a simple explanation. 

Zhao Yu’s eyes instantly reddened. 



“Yes, father!” 

Although they were not father and son by birth, they shared the same heart. 

After waiting for Zhao Yu’s back to disappear. 

Only a stern shout could be heard from outside the room suddenly. 

“Zhao’s Shadow Guards, by order of the family head, patrol the family head’s compound. 

No one is allowed to enter!” 

At these words, although there was no reply. 

But throughout the courtyard, hundreds of strong auras continued to surge, only to dissipate in the blink 

of an eye. 

By the time Zhao Yu was ready. 

Lin Mo’s side also took out a large pile of items needed for treatment. 

“Elder Zhao, Miss Zhao, then we will begin.” 

After waiting for the other two to nod their heads in response. 

Lin Mo first took out, the Thunder Talisman that was gifted to her by the Yu Shu Realm back then. 

Under his control, the thunder talisman instantly flashed out with a dazzling silver light. 
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Although Zhao Nan Yue was suffering from a malady, his patriarchal roots were still there. 

Looking at the constantly flashing silver light, a faint sense of crisis arose. 

“What a terrifyingly powerful force, this talisman is not simple!” 

Lin Mo nodded slightly and smiled as he replied. 

“A gift from a noble person in the past, in its fully activated state, it can injure a Zong Shi powerhouse.” 

Hearing this, Zhao Ziyan at the side looked at Lin Mo with a puzzled look in her eyes. 

“Mr. Lin, can this means of defending the enemy also cure illnesses?” 

“Naturally, the Ten Ghosts’ Technique of Life Breaking belongs to the category of yin-devil methods, 

while this Thunder Talisman is a yang-causing method. 

It is just the right counterpart!” 

As he said that, Lin Mo’s lined up the silvery thunder talisman paste directly on Zhao Nan Yue’s leg. 

At that moment, countless black fierce Qi gushed out like a rout, and then dissipated into the void. 



Such a healing technique was an eye-opening experience for the Zhao family. 

They waited for ten minutes or so before the black demonic Qi disappeared. 

“It’s done, Miss Zhao prepare for the blood exchange steps.” 

After Zhao Ziyan nodded, she then directly wrapped her snow-like show arms around Lin Mo’s face. 

……. 

Two flowers bloomed, each with its own expression. 

After waiting for a long time, Third Master Zhao Ankang still hadn’t heard any news from the old man’s 

side. 

There was some anxiety in his heart that was not extinguished. 

“Great Witch Doctor, are you sure there is no problem with that medicine? 

How come there is no movement at all over there.” 

How could Zat Hundred Clams be slowly tasting the tea in front of him. 

“Third Master, you don’t need to rush. 

The secret elixir I incorporated into the Restoring God soup is colourless and tasteless, so even a medical 

expert would find it hard to detect. 

Moreover, we watched Master drink it with our own eyes.” 

That said. 

But if they could not see the medicine take effect with their own eyes, the two Zhao brothers would still 

have no confidence in their hearts. 

Moreover, Zhao Jianping was also haunted by the fact that the old man had named Lin Mo as the person 

he wanted to treat at his home. 

“Great Witch Doctor, do you think it is possible for that Lin Mo to cure the old man’s malady. 

Or rather, get rid of that God-controlling poison you have in the system?” 

Hearing such a question. 

Zat Hundred Clams instantly pulled a blush. 

Feeling offended again. 

“Impossible! That hairy boy, even if he started practicing the healing path in his damsel’s womb. 

There’s no way he can cure the old man’s persistent illness.” 

“But, after all, he is the physician that my father, specially sent to invite to his home. 

If he did not have some real skills, old master would not have to do so.” 



When Zhao Jianping finished saying this. 

The entire atmosphere of the scene instantly froze. 

After all, what he said was not without reason. 

Moreover, what they were planning to do was very big. 

If they failed, they would have to die. 

Thinking about this, Kong Zhi proposed. 

“Instead of sitting here worrying about this, why don’t we go and take a look together? 

Just in case.” 

Although from the bottom of his heart, he did not believe that that hairy boy, could be capable of such a 

thing. 

But Zhao Jianping’s words also made him sit up a bit. 

And along with Kong Zhi’s proposal, several people nodded their heads in agreement. 

It was only when they arrived at the family head’s compound that they were stopped in their tracks. 

“Second master, third master, the old master has ordered that everyone is forbidden to enter the 

compound.” 

Upon hearing this. 

The foreboding feeling in Zhao Jianping’s heart became even stronger. 

“Zhao Yu, we are also worried about our father’s health. 

After all, that Lin Mo is just an outsider.” 

“If there’s no one watching over our father and this kid makes a black move, it’ll be too late to regret.” 

However, no matter what excuses he made, Zhao Yu continued to repeat those very words. 

“The old man has orders! No one is allowed to enter!” 

Zhao Ankang himself was hot-tempered, and his heart was already anxious and restless. 

At this moment, when he was stopped by Zhao Yu, his temper suddenly flared up. 

“Zhao Yu, I think you are shameless.” 

With an angry shout, he directly drew out the big sword on his back. 
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Seeing his own brother draw his knife out. 



Zhao Jianping deliberately put on a scowl and rebuked. 

“Lao-san, don’t do that! 

We are brothers, how can we meet each other with blades, put down the knife.” 

Zhao Ankang, on the other hand, was unmoved, just scolding angrily with red eyes. 

“Who the hell is a brother to him? This Zhao Yu is just a wild child picked up by our Zhao family. 

If it weren’t for our Zhao family feeding and housing him, he would have starved to death long ago.” 

“Now this white-eyed wolf dares to stand in our way. 

Zhao Yu, if you don’t get out of my way, I will chop off your dog’s head right now.” 

Zhao Jianping then chided once again. 

Opposite, Zhao Yu merely smiled coldly in the face of the Third Master’s threatening words. 

“The family master has ordered that those who excel will be killed without amnesty.” 

“Third Master, if you want to walk in, unless you step over my corpse.” 

After saying that the three-foot green blade in his hand was instantly sheathed, and a bitter killing aura 

swept out. 

“Good, since you are bent on death, then Third Master, I will satisfy you.” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, Zhao Ankang raised the large sword in his hand. 

At this point, the second master Zhao Jianping at the side was not stopping either. 

Since this Zhao Yu was so insensitive, then go to hell! 

With a majestic aura, the greatsword instantly fell down. 

When he saw that Zhao Yu was about to be split into two. 

He directly lifted the long sword in his hand and easily blocked the opponent’s greatsword. 

“Give me back!” 

Accompanied by a low roar from Zhao Yu. 

Zhao Ankang was directly shaken and sent flying. 

And when he turned around and prepared to strike back, the sword blade was already against the knot 

of his throat. 

Zhao Yu, who was holding the sword, had a cold look in his eyes at that moment. 

If this Third Master made any more presumptuous moves, he would really kill. 

The few people present also did not expect that this normally una*suming adopted son of the Zhao 

family was hiding so deeply. 



Even Zhao Ankang was not a match for him. 

For a while, the whole atmosphere also fell into an eerie silence. 

It was under this tense confrontation. 

Within the room, there was also finally a movement. 

“What, are the words of the old man no longer of any use now?” 

Although the guys were closed and the tone was extremely calm. 

But hearing the old man’s voice. 

The two brothers of the Zhao family, instantly panicked in their hearts. 

“Father, we were just worried about your safety and were impulsive for a moment!” 

When they had finished speaking! 

Only after a while did Zhao Nan Yue’s voice come out from within the room once again. 

“You guys are quite thoughtful, you have worked hard during this time. 

Take a good rest.” 

“The affairs of the clan are managed by Zi Yan in front of the station, so you guys shouldn’t worry about 

it.” 

With Elder Zhao’s order, the two brothers, Zhao Jianping, looked instantly stagnant. 

Old master was taking away their power! 

But even though they were resentful, the two brothers could only obediently comply! 

As they looked at each other, they both saw a fierce intent in each other’s eyes. 

“As for your nephew, I’ll take note of your search for a doctor. 

I will definitely pay a visit to you in the future, but I am not well enough to see you off.” 

As an outsider, Kong Zhi could not understand the meaning of Zhao’s words. 

The only thing he knew was that the expulsion order had been issued! 

As for whether Elder Zhao had found out that he was having an affair with the two Zhao brothers, he did 

not dare to guess deeply. 

It would be better to leave early now. 

“Elder Zhao, then junior will take his leave first!” 

Said Kong Zhili as he waved a colour at Zhao Jianping and led the Great Witch Doctor away with quick 

steps. 

And in the middle of the room. 



Zhao Nan Yue’s face was extremely gloomy at this time. 

“Lin Mo, are you sure about this matter of Restoring God Soup?” 

“Just from the medicinal juice left within this bowl, I cannot fully analyze the herbs used by this great 

witch doctor. 

But the only thing that I can be sure of is that this medicine is very similar to the rejuvenation pills of the 

original Japanese nationalist. 

While it burns the body’s potential, it also affects the divine soul.” 

“Once taken, it is instantly addictive, and in serious cases the person taking it may become a puppet at 

the mercy of others.” 

Chapter 2598 

 

After listening to Lin Mo’s explanation. 

Elder Zhao also laughed coldly. 

“Hehe, our Zhao family has produced two ‘big shots’. 

Lin Mo has made you laugh.” 

This matter was linked to the two Zhao Jianping brothers, so how could it not have anything to do with 

them. 

Lin Mo, on the other hand, did not take up the matter, after all, it was a family matter, he was only 

dissecting the medicinal properties for Zhao Lao. 

The rest would be left to him, Master Zhao, to deal with on his own. 

It was also at this moment. 

The black clothes that had tested Lin Mo’s skills earlier reappeared in front of several people’s eyes. 

As he whispered in Zhao Nan Yue’s ear, the latter’s face slowly began to change. 

“Lin Mo, news has just come from Pan Yang’s side. 

It seems that Yin Tianbao is about to make a move on the properties under your name.” 

Upon hearing this news, Lin Mo couldn’t help but be shocked. 

Was this Yin Tianbao crazy? Was he really not afraid that he would kill him. 

Of course, what worried Lin Mo the most was that Xu Hanxia was still at Pan Yang’s side. 

Thinking about his wife’s safety. 

Lin Mo then did not intend to stay here any longer. 



“Master Zhao, this malady of yours has been cleared up. 

Take the medicine on time according to the prescription I prescribed, and you will be cured after a 

period of recuperation.” 

“Also, I need to trouble Old Master to lend me some manpower. 

This Yin Tian Bao is also a scourge, so it’s time to clean it up.” 

The situation was critical and at this moment, Lin Mo did not intend to cover up and directly stated his 

thoughts. 

And as his words fell to the ground. 

Zhao Nan Yue directly summoned Zhao Yu. 

“Zhao Yu, mobilize 10,000 men immediately, and follow Lin Mo’s arrangements during this period. 

Those who are worried about not cooperating, behead them!” 

After saying this, Zhao Lao took out the family head token from his arms. 

“My junior would like to thank Elder Zhao in advance, farewell!” 

“Compared to the grace of saving your life, this matter is but a drop in the bucket. 

Go on, be safe. 

When we’re done, we’ll have a drink and a laugh.” 

When he had finished, Lin Mo clasped his fist and saluted before leaving at a fast pace. 

Along with Zhao Yu’s conscription, half an hour later, the 10,000 people dressed in uniform Zhao family 

attire had already gathered. 

“Uncle Zhao Yu, then let’s set off!” 

“Yes, Mr. Lin!” 

Along with a big wave of Zhao Yu’s hand. 

With a majestic aura, the ten thousand Zhao Clan Tiger Guards sped off towards Pan Yang. 

Such a ma*sive mobilisation of personnel naturally drew the attention of the strength of the various 

parties in the city. 

“Isn’t this the Zhao Clan’s Tiger Guards? With such a ma*sive movement, it looks like something big is 

about to happen again.” 

“Didn’t the gossip say that the old man of the Zhao family has been lying ill for a long time?” 

“When the Tiger Guards come out, they will definitely wash the land in blood, so it’s better to do your 

best to restrain the forces under your name during this period of time. 

If their brows are raised, they won’t even know how to die.” 



And wait until shortly after Lin Mo left the inner city of the valley. 

He then broke away from the caravan. 

With a sharp knock on the door, the old man trembled and opened the door of his home. 

“Grand Master, I’ve come to repay the favour!” 

Said Lin Mo, and placed a half-human-high bag on the ground. 

“Playing wild, you don’t have to work so hard in the future. 

Here is a little token of my appreciation. 

Thank you for staying overnight yesterday.” 

Without waiting for the old man to reply, Lin Mo turned around and returned to the caravan. 

And when the old man opened that bag with curiosity, he only saw that it was full of cash. 

It was enough for the old man, who was childless and bachelor, to live out his days. 

…… 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of services to the public. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of services to the public. 

The company’s business is a very important one. 

And at this time, all of Yin Tianbao’s eyes fell on the Martial Alliance a*sociation. 

“Wang Laosan, friends are friends, I don’t want to be too desperate.” 

“As long as you withdraw all your men, I can let you go.” 

Wang Laosan looked around already surrounded by the other party’s men. 

But even so, he did not give up. 

Gritting his teeth, he still ignored the crowd and walked out from the middle of the a*sociation. 

Chapter 2599 

 

“Boss Yin, I know that with these men I have, I can’t even fight you. 

But I also know that you are the one who wants to do great things.” 

“This kind of unwarranted bloodshed is more than worth the loss for both of us. 

How about you let us all go. 

I, Wang Lao San, swear never to set foot in Panyang City again, ever again.” 

Across the table Yin Tian Bao laughed loudly. 



“Wang Laosan, we’re all adults, can we not be so childish. 

Lin Mo’s wasteful beloved, hurting my nephew and damaging the face of my Yin family. 

With just one word from you, let me spare his forces. 

Do you think that’s possible?” 

Hearing such a reply. 

Despair grew in Wang Laosan’s heart. 

“Boss Yin, is there really no more room for negotiation?” 

“The big shots over at Da Qu are eyeing this fat piece of meat of yours. 

If there is a bloodbath, you will have to lose many of your men. 

Wouldn’t it be better to keep them to fight against Da Qo?” 

“Why fight for nothing for the sake of a battle for face.” 

Yin Tian Bao’s face showed surprise. 

“That’s fine, Wang Lao-san, I’ve always underestimated you before. 

I didn’t expect that you knew about such obscure matters over at Da Qu.” 

“But you’re wrong, if this revenge is not avenged, how can I convince the public in the future.” 

As he said this, Yin Tian Bao’s face revealed a murderous intent. 

“Wang Lao San, your words today are unusually numerous. 

It seems that you are determined to keep them.” 

“Then don’t blame me for not thinking of old times, brothers, do it for me.” 

A command! Tens of thousands of thugs instantly rushed up. 

Seeing that the plan to stall for time had failed. 

Wang Laosan simply stopped talking nonsense. 

“Stop them for me, Lord Zhen Yue is on his way. 

As long as we hold out, today will be the day when Yin Tianpao will be lorded over.” 

Hearing this, Yin Tianpao laughed disdainfully. 

“Cut, dying to fight, scaring me with a dead man, childish!” 

“Dog, you look after this side of things, I’ll go home first. 

Remember to leave Lin Mo’s wife, and Wang Laosan alive.” 

After saying that, he snorted and returned home. 



After slaughtering several representatives of the industry who had rebelled against him, the powerful 

figures throughout Pan Yang had finally bowed their heads in submission. 

Now he only had to take down Wang Laosan, the last obstacle. 

The whole of Pan Yang would then be under his complete control. 

“Remember to wake me up when the matter of the Martial Alliance is completed.” 

Tens of thousands of people surrounded more than a thousand people, but it was just a matter of hand 

to hand. 

And on the side of the Pan Yang Martial Union. 

Along with the bloodbath between the two sides coming together, the inevitable tens of thousands 

began to appear. 

And Captain Chen, already a group of reserve children joined in the guard battle together. 

And among this group of children, Di Yun could fear a lone talent. 

After cultivating for about half a month, his Qi was more than twice as big. 

“Get lost, little master!” 

After kicking away the Yin family’s fighter, he once again killed the enemies rushing up from the rear. 

In just three to five minutes, more than ten people had fallen into his hands. 

And in the face of such a brave young man. 

The group of fighters could not help but feel a little fear at the bottom of their hearts. 

“Brothers, don’t be afraid, he is only one person. 

Even if we pile up, we pile up is him!” 

Accompanied by a loud shout from the Yin family’s junior captain. 

The originally fearful fighters instantly gained confidence. 

Indeed, it was just as this little captain had said. 

When the force is exhausted! 

Facing a far more constant stream of enemies. 

Di Yun was able to deal with them easily at first. 

But as he continued to fight, his physical strength began to decline rapidly. 

When he knocked over the fighter in front of him with one punch, several steel swords came from 

behind him. 

He was unable to dodge. 



Di Yun was finally wounded. 

Feeling the burning pain in his back, he knew that he could not be surrounded by his opponent. 

So he took several steps back and fought against the wall. 

But even so, in the face of overwhelming numbers, the wounds on his body became more and more 

numerous. 

Of course he was not the only one injured. 

Within the battlefield, Captain Chen, Chairman Wang and Little Silver were all bloodied and red, 

breathing heavily. 

At their feet, dozens of fighters had already fallen. 

But the enemy was still rushing to kill them. 

The whole defence line was beginning to falter! 

Chapter 2600 

 

The chaos of the fight was like a meat grinder of simultaneous lives. 

People kept falling, and people kept continuing their red-eyed rushes to kill. 

“Captain Chen, let the boys retreat back. 

We have all grown old, but they are still young. 

They also carry a heavier mission on their shoulders.” 

Looking at the group of children with tender cheeks but steadfast eyes. 

Wang Lao-san’s heart was not willing to hold back as he persuaded them. 

On the other hand, Captain Chen, who was covered in wounds, smiled boldly. 

“Only through blood and tears can they grow up quickly. 

This is how my generation came to be, and they are no exception.” 

Looking at the group of children’s backs. 

Captain Chen’s heart also felt unbearable. 

But mercy does not rule the world, love does not rule the world. 

At this time, he could not be soft-hearted. 

With a bite of his big teeth, Captain Chen shouted. 

“Children, President Wang wants you to retreat to the safety line, what do you think?” 



He was answered by only over eight hundred children, refusing with one voice. 

“Fight to the death and not retreat in return for your kindness!” 

“Fight to the death and do not retreat in return for your kindness!” 

As he turned back, Captain Chen saw their pure smiles, and the determined look on their faces. 

A loud and clear voice echoed throughout the Martial Union. 

At such a young age they had such a heart, so what fear could we adults have. 

Under the influence of the emotions of these children, whose average age was only 16 or 17. 

The morale of the entire defence line surged up a few levels. 

After kicking a fighter in the chest cavity. 

This Martial Union guard poked his hands out and once again squeezed the necks of two enemies. 

“f*ck you, give me death!” 

With a hiss, the veins in front of his forehead burst out, and with a firm squeeze of his five fingers, the 

two opposite were left with their necks crooked and no longer alive. 

However, before he could let go, two steel swords suddenly fell beside him. 

Blood splashed out. 

The guard’s shoulders were empty. 

Seeing that his hands had been cut, his eyes also turned red. 

Without any hesitation, he once again rushed towards his enemy. 

Poof! 

As the steel blade penetrated his chest, he also bit into his opponent’s throat. 

With his last ounce of strength, he closed his silver teeth and crashed to the ground with his enemy. 

Such scenes can be seen all over the battlefield. 

The Martial Alliance guards who had run out of physical energy or were seriously injured all resorted to 

the fight to the death and were buried in the sea of people. 

As for Di Yun’s side, he was already sweating profusely. 

His limbs were also starting to go numb. 

“Be careful!” 

Seeing his companion being attacked secretly. 

He directly pushed his opponent away. 



The blade fell. 

A bone-deep wound was cut into his chest. 

“Kid, are you very brave?” 

Looking at Di Yun who had fallen to the ground. 

The Yin family’s fighter, with one foot, stepped on top of his shoulder. 

The steel blade in his hand stood up, and the sharp blade stabbed straight towards Di Yun’s heart. 

“Dying? It’s a pity, I haven’t been able to repay Lord Lin’s kindness yet.” 

Thinking over here, Di Yun closed his eyes in despair, at this point he had no more strength to resist. 

But when he waited for a long time, the expected pain did not come. 

“Kid, you’re giving up now? 

The person I’m watching is not this fragile.” 

A familiar voice was heard. 

Di Yun’s eyes snapped open and he looked at the faint smile in front of him. 

At this moment, he finally couldn’t tense his emotions, and his lips deflated as tears came out of his 

eyes. 

“Master, you’ve finally come back!” 

“I’m back, you guys did a good job. 

Leave the rest to me.” 

After the gentle reply back. 

Lin Mo took out a healing pill from his arms and pitched it to Di Yun before he then turned around. 

“Those who attack the Martial Alliance deserve death for their crimes!” 

As this cold and solemn voice rang out, the battlefield that was originally filled with blood suddenly 

stagnated. 

At this moment, Lin Mo only faintly instructed the crowd to treat the wounded. 

He then stepped forward with his sword. 

 


